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Summary: Records consist of index cards with bibliographic references and research notes 
compiled by Professor Skilling. The whole was originally housed in the Thomas Fisher Rare 
Book Library where it comprised boxes 32-42 of Manuscript Collection 168 (Czechoslovakia 
1968 collection), along with three boxes of other Skilling material.  
 
The first eleven boxes consist of the indices for his book, Czechoslovakia’s interrupted 
revolution (1976). The headings for each box are taken from information provided by Professor 
Skilling, with notes added by archivist.  
 
Languages: English (65%) and Czech (35%) 

Accession No. /Box (File) Description Date(s) 
B2002-0020 /001  General bibliography spanning wide range of subjects. 

Includes chronological series on Czechoslovak history, 
economic reform, Právnik journal from 1963-67, and mass 
media. 

1955-1972 

 /002  Indices to Rudé právo and Pravda for 1968, arranged 
thematically with extended runs on federalisation, 
government, and “persons” series of key figures.  
Loose items removed to box /015 (01) 

1968-1969 

 /003  Indices to all journals after 21 August 1968, arranged 
thematically. Contains additional notes. First half of 
thematic headings in English, second half in Czech.  
Loose items removed to box /015 (02) 

1967-1969 

 /004  General development, 1953-1967; writers, 1960s; youth 
and students, 1960s; general development, January-August 
1968. Contains additional notes and newspaper clippings. 
Notes and headings in English. 
Loose items removed to box 015 (03) 

1953-1969 

 /005  First half of indices on topic of federation, January-
December, 1968. Second half an index to books arranged 
alphabetically by author or title. Also includes references 
in periodicals, arranged by periodical title, plus additional 
notes.  
Loose items removed to box 015 (04) 

1928-1973 

 /006  Reform – reaction of bloc, etc. Extended subsections on 
USSR, Poland, DDR, and Hungary. Includes notes.  
Loose items removed to box 015 (05) 

1968-1969 

 /007  Index to bibliography. Includes extended subsections on 
history, post-occupation business, foreign policy, invasion, 
reform or revolt – interpretations, conclusion, post-
occupation, and 1968-1971 retrospective. Also includes 
index of Rudé právo for 1969 under thematic headings.  

1968-1974                                                                                                                             
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 /008  Includes rehabilitation and economic reforms. Includes 

notes. 
Loose items removed to box 015 (06) 

1963-1970 

 /009  Includes foreign relations; bloc relations; bloc pressures; 
invasion, resistance and reaction, and aftermath. Includes 
notes. 
Loose items removed to box 015 (07) 

1968-1970 

 /010  Includes scholarship and intelligentsia; political system; 
democratisation; human rights. Includes notes. 

1963-1970 

 /011  Includes social and political forces; public opinion; writers; 
agriculture. Includes notes in English and in Czech. 

1965-1970 

 /012  Notes and indices on samizdat and dissent; Chapter ’77 
and independent action; independent history; Conference 
on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE). Includes 
newspaper clippings.  
Loose items removed to box 015 (08) 

1929-1984 

 /013  Indices on Czechoslovak history, chronologically ordered. 
Bibliography; Communist Party of Czechoslovakia history 
(CPCz); ČsČH and PDK (RDS). Includes notes and 
newspaper clippings.  
Loose items removed to box 015 (09) and (10) 

1928-1983 

 /014  General bibliography indices and notes; Czech-German 
national conflict; bibliography 

1867-1973 

 /015 (01) Removed from box /002: typed alphabetical list of subject 
headings and names, annotated.  

n/d 

  (02) Removed from box /003: typed notes entitled “Period 
August to December 1969”, plus collection of handwritten 
notes on years 1968-69. 

1968-1969 

  (03) Removed from box /004: collection of handwritten notes 
ordered chronologically from 1953-64. 

1953-1964 

  (04) Removed from box /005: bibliography for books and 
periodicals for conclusion, handwritten. Two separate 
documents.  

n/d 

  (05) Removed from box /006: notes entitled “T. Zala”. n.d.  
  (06) Removed from box /008: printed book and periodical 

indices on the theme of “state”. Annotated, both dated 
1968.  

1968. 

  (07) Removed from box /009: two sets of handwritten notes, 
both entitled “Political systems – dissent”. Page numbers 
included for reference; dated 1964-67. 

1964-1967 

  (08) Removed from box /012: printed book reviews. The first 
on Problems of the Conference of Security and 
Cooperation in Europe by Boris Meissner and Alexander 
Uschakow (eds) (1975) and Peace and Security in Europe. 

1975-1977 
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Problems of the CSCE and MBFR by Gerhard Wettig 
(1975). The second on Contradictions of Eurocommunism 
by Mandred Steinkulher (1977) and Eurocommunism: 
Italy, France, Yugoslavia, Spain, Portugal by Dalma, 
Rovan, Razumovsky (et al.) (1977) 

  (09) Removed from box /013: newspaper clippings and book 
reviews under the broad title of “Czech politics”. 

1969-1977 

  (10) Removed from box /013: Article from Naše Snahy, Jan.-
Feb. 1972, Vol. 8, no. 1, on Slovenia, 1939-1945. In 
Czech.  

 


